
INTRODUCTION

Tel Miqne-Ekron (hereafter Ekron) yielded a vari-

ety of Egyptian and Canaanite-Phoenician finds

dated to the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age. The

metal, ivory and faience items from this repertoire

have been published and demonstrate the Egyptian

and the Canaanite-Phoenician cultural affiliation

of this site. Monkeys were introduced by the

Phoenicians and, starting in the Bronze Age, found

in Mediterranean tombs and sanctuaries. Our

baboon statuette is of a high artistic craftsmanship

and probably dates to the late 13th–early 12th cen-

tury BC.
1

Baboon and monkey imagery originated in Pre-

Dynastic Egypt and spread throughout the Near

East during the Middle Bronze Age. It was subse-

quently introduced into early Minoan Crete, Geo-

metric period Greece and Italy during the Oriental-

izing period (Fig. 1). This imagery featured

throughout in Egyptian religious symbolism and

Canaanite-Phoenician mortuary traditions,

although it carried a different meaning in the latter.

Its symbolic function in Canaanite-Phoenician cul-

ture had been  consolidated by the Bronze Age and

was transmitted to Greece and later to Italy. The

use and interpretation associated with baboon and

monkey imagery in these spheres differ from loca-

tion to another and from one era to the next,

although in Egypt, the baboon continued to repre-

sent the sacred manifestation of the deity Thoth. 

The circumstances of the entire sequence of

baboon and monkey imagery in the wider Mediter-

ranean context from the Bronze Age to the end of

the Iron Age are examined in this study.

THE BABOON STATUETTE FROM TEL MIQNE-

EKRON (Fig. 2a–f)

The limestone baboon statuette was found, out of

its original context and in two parts, in two differ-

ent Iron Age I strata in Field IV Lower – one in

Stratum VIIA and the other in Stratum IVA. The

upper part of the statuette, a squatting baboon, was

found in Building 350 Room a in a cache of objects

of a late 11th–first quarter of 10th century BC Stra-

tum IVA surface. The monumental entrance and

pillared hall of this megaron-type building indicate

that it was a public structure with administrative

and royal functions. The artifactual and architec-

tural evidence also supports the conclusion that

this was a multi-functional building used for both

cultic and domestic activities (Fig. 3).
2

While hun-

dreds of restorable pottery vessels and ceramic,

stone, metal, ivory and faience objects were found

throughout Building 350, side rooms a and b yield-

ed the largest and most significant artifact assem-

blages. Building 350, the large megaron-type

structure, continued to have public, domestic and

cultic functions, with only minor internal changes

involving the addition of new surfaces and instal-

lations. 

Room a contained a rich assemblage of pottery

and objects with the pottery stacked on the floor of

the room, probably fallen from shelves when the

building was destroyed. The pottery assemblage
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which was composed predominantly of red-slipped

bowls also included votive vessels and cultic

objects that are Phoenician and Egyptian in char-

acter, associated with the final phase of early

Philistine material culture.
3

The baboon was

restored with the lower part of the statuette, an

inscribed square base found embedded in a mud-

brick wall of Stratum VIIA of the second–third

quarters of the 12th century.
4

The statuette is dated

to the LB II-early Iron I, late 13th–early 12th centu-

ry BC, based on the inscription and parallels.
5

The squatting baboon is 14.5 cm high and

3.8–6 cm wide. Thick fur hangs over the upper

part of the body and covers the ears, chest, hands

and back. The frontal depiction includes a promi-

nent penis, feet and toes (Fig. 2a). The ears are

rounded under the fur and one of the eyes is dam-

aged. The rear realistically depicts the buttocks

and tail (Fig. 2b). The top of the head has a deep

and wide circular cutting for the insertion of

another object (Fig. 2e), probably a disc on a stem

(Fig. 4). There are residues of red paint on the

face, on various parts of the body and on the base

(Fig. 2f). The use of lime or other simple stone, the

measurements and the painted decoration is right

in line with many other stone monkeys and

baboons found in Dynasty 18 Amarna dated to the

14th century BC.
6

The base comprises a podium

with what appears to be an altar on it and hiero-

glyphic signs on the podium: they read “Thoth,
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Fig. 1  Distribution map of baboons and monkeys
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Lord of Heaven” (Fig. 2f). The inscription, incised

in the stone and filled in black, consists of three

words vertically written. The  top one reads

“Thoth”, the middle one reads “lord” and the sign

at the bottom reads “sky”. The epithet “Thoth Lord

of Heaven” is relatively rare and first appears dur-

ing the 18th Dynasty, although our inscription fits

better in the 19th Dynasty period.
7

BABOON AND MONKEY IMAGERY IN EGYPT

Baboon imagery in wall paintings, reliefs, statues

and amulets are common in ancient Egypt. In

Egyptian art the green monkey (Cercopithecus

aethiops) was mainly depicted in luxurious and

playful association and the hamadryas baboon

(Papio cynocephalus) was associated with the

moon deity, Thoth. This is the baboon represented

in the Ekron statuette. Whilst the Thoth baboon

was a cultic figure, other monkeys were not wor-

shiped, but were rather symbols of luxury, fertility

and eroticism.
8

Leashed monkeys are portrayed in

the 16th century BC paintings at Rekhmire’ tomb in

Thebes. The baboon and monkeys in these paint-

ings are found among the depiction of Nubian trib-

ute bearers, the baboon and one of the monkeys are

leashed and the other monkey is on the shoulder of
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5  Saqqara, DAVIS 2006 pl.54 

(courtesy of the Egypt Exploration Society)

Fig. 3  Ekron IV A, Cult Building 350, Room a – finding spot

of the upper  part of the baboon; DOTHAN 1998 260, fig.1
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a person.
9

Monkeys were also commonly portrayed

on cosmetic and other small luxury objects, com-

monly used by women.

In the third to first millennia BC in Egypt squat-

ting baboons were cultic representations of Thoth.

The image continues through the Ptolemaic period,

as seen in a statue from Saqqara (Fig. 5). The

chronological and geographical  spread of this

image demonstrates its power. For over 3,000

years, the representations preserved several con-

stant features, with the baboon squatting on a

square “seat”, hands on knees and the fingers,

penis and fur depicted in detail.  The baboon is also

frequently portrayed with rounded ears and a moon

disc on its head. The extent of detail depends on

the size of the object. 

As early as Old Kingdom Egypt, the baboon

was closely associated with the moon deity Thoth,

the god of wisdom, knowledge, judgment, writing,

science, measurement and excellence and who

acted as a mediator and messenger of the gods.
10

Baboons were an important motif in Egyptian art

and religion and their cultic importance grew sig-

nificantly during the New Kingdom.
11

At Her-

mopolis, Thoth’s cultic center contained large

baboon sculptures made of stone dedicated by

Amenhotep III; other cultic sites associated with

Thoth included cemeteries of sacred baboons.
12

Thoth was worshipped in Egypt in his representa-

tion as a baboon at least until the Roman period.
13

As the moon deity, Thoth baboons were often

depicted crowned with the crescent moon and/or

lunar disc, the moon aspect also represented in the

use of blue faience, the color associated with the

moon.
14

In the 18th Dynasty papyrus of Qenna, a

baboon squatting on a pedestal similar to the Ekron

statuette base has a disc and crescent on his head

(Fig. 6).
15

Another squatting baboon with lunar

disc and crescent on his head is depicted in the

Book of the Dead of Nakht of the 19th–23rd Dynas-

ties (Fig. 7).
16

In both cases, the baboon represents
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Fig. 6 Illustration from the papyrus of Qenna, 

after BUDGE 1895, 256, fig. 2

Fig. 7 Illustration from the Book of the Dead of Nakht,  

after DUNAND 1991, 348, fig. 4



Thoth in his role as moon god, with the disc signi-

fying the full moon rather than the sun.
17

An unprovenanced squatting baboon statue in

alabaster with the name of the 1st Dynasty Pharaoh

Narmer inscribed on its base, dated ca. 3000 BC,

may be the earliest parallel for the Ekron statuette

(Fig. 8).
18

Other 1st Dynasty stone baboon statues

come from Hierakonpolis and Abydos,
19

some of

which have thick fur, like that on the Ekron

baboon. Baboons made of stone, one with an

engraved inscription, were also found in the sanc-

tuary associated with a Middle Kingdom moon

cult at Serabit el-Khadim in Sinai (Fig. 10).
20

The closest parallel for the statuette from Ekron

is a stone baboon from Amarna dated to the late

18th dynasty.
21

Probably a votive from a private

shrine, it is a squatting baboon of similar size and

with similar features in terms of head shape, upper-

body fur, prominent male organs and it has a simi-

lar base. In this depiction, the baboon reflects

Thoth’s role as the scribe of the gods, god of writ-

ing and patron of scribes. Similar inscribed stat-

uettes dedicated to Thoth were found at Hermopo-

lis.
22

Another stone baboon statuette dated to the 18th

dynasty, in the second half of the 15th century BC,

comes from cEzbet Helmy/ Peru-nefer near Tell el-

Dabca. Found at a garrison’s office, this baboon

statuette is associated with Thoth’ role as the

patron of scribes. This statuette is especially

important to our case as it was discovered at a site

associated with Canaanite cult and population. The
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Fig. 8  Provenance unknown, after HAMANN 1944, Abb. 53

Fig. 9  Ishchali, after MEYER 1997, fig. 1



Canaanite cultic connection at cEzbet Helmy is

demonstrated by seals of the smiting Pharaoh

found there, a symbol similar to the Canaanite

smiting god Ba’al Zephon.
23

As mentioned above, Thoth baboons were also

linked to the sun cult and were often portrayed

with their arms raised in worship to this celestial

body. This link is demonstrated in the Book of the

Dead, in which Thoth is mentioned as one of the

baboons sitting in the Barque of Re singing and

worshiping the sun. This image is portrayed in a

faience model of a boat with seven seated baboons

found in a temple deposition, together with 200

other baboon figurines at Tell Ibrahim Awad, dated

to the late Old Kingdom and First Intermediate

Period.
24

The baboon was also linked to another funerary

function of Thoth. In the Book of the Dead, four

baboons are depicted squatting around the lake of

fire that sustains the blessed dead and consumes

the sinners in flames. These baboons played an

important role in redeeming the dead of their sins

and thereby allowing them passage into the realm

of the blessed dead. In this respect, baboons repre-

sent Thoth as a mediator between the human and

divine spheres, aiding individuals in their passage

to the afterlife.
25

BABOON AND MONKEY REPRESENTATION IN

MESOPOTAMIA AND ANATOLIA

The earliest Monkey imagery in Mesopotamia is

made of red porphyry originating from Egypt, a

stone figurine of a baboon squatting on a stool with

his hands on knees.
26

The figurine, found at Susa, is

dated to the Susa III period (3100–2900 BC), con-

temporaneous with the stone baboon statue with

Narmer’r name. Monkey imagery then, arrived at

Mesopotamia at about the same date it was intro-

duced in Predynastic Egypt. By the middle of the

3rd millennium monkey imagery in Mesopotamia

was found on terracotta plaques, seals and fig-

urines. A figurine from Ur dated to the second half

of the 3rd millennium BC depicts monkey musi-

cians, an image that may have arrived in

Mesopotamia from the Indus Valley.
27

In

Mesopotamia, as in Egypt, monkeys were some-

times kept as pets, as  borne out by tomb scenes

showing monkeys on a leash, but also dancing and

playing musical instruments and sometimes play-

ing with dwarfs.
28

However, in addition to their exotic status as

symbols of luxury, monkeys also had a religious

and ceremonial function unique to Mesopotamian

society. Evidence to this function is shown on seals

from Kanesh Karum, a Mesopotamian trade dias-
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pora in Anatolia dated to the 19th–18th century BC.

The monkeys on these seals are depicted squatting

or standing, with hands raised in worship or hold-

ing jars used in libation ceremonies.
29

Baboon

depictions participating in offering scenes on ivory

box and plaque from Acemhüyük in Anatolia (on

the main trade route between Tarsus and Boğazköy

and east and west Anatolia), clearly show that mon-

key imagery was adopted into the Hittite/Anatolian

cult as well.
30

An ivory amulet imported from Egypt, forward-

ed via Byblos and found at Ishchali in

Mesopotamia, is dated ca. 2000–1750 BC.
31

It

depicts a baboon squatting with hands on knees on

a square base, like many other Thoth representations

(Fig. 9).  A statuette (19.1 cm high) made of diorite

stone of a squatting baboon with hands on knees

was found at the one-level site of Kar Tukuli Ninu-

tra close to Assur, dated to the 13th century BC. It is

generally accepted that the depictions of monkeys in

Mesopotamia and Anatolia result from their con-

tacts with Byblos and other major Syrian cities

between the latter and Mesopotamia and not direct-

ly from Egypt.
32

Evidence showing that monkeys

and monkey imagery was introduced into

Mesopotamia by the Canaanite-Phoenicians is

found in a 9th century BC relief from the palace of

Assurnasirpal II at Nimrud, in which a Phoenician

bearer of tribute is depicted with monkeys.
33

Other

monkey depictions from Nimrud dated to the Neo-

Assyrian Empire appear on ivory plaques,
34

ivory

being a material well-known from its  working by

Phoenician artisans.

BABOON AND MONKEY REPRESENTATION FROM

SITES IN THE LEVANT

The Canaanite-Phoenician city of Byblos produced

a large volume of baboon imagery dated to the

Middle Bronze Age in the early 2nd millennium BC.

Dozens of baboons depicted in figurines and on

cult objects were found in the Obelisk Temple at

Byblos. Baboons are depicted on ceremonial

bronze axe and bronze and gold dagger, as well as

41 statuettes of squatting baboons and one stand-
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Fig. 12  Achziv, Northern Cemetery, Tomb 1, 

after E. MAZAR 2004, fig. 19 (drawing: D. Weinblatt-Krauss)

Fig. 13   Tell Keisan, after PARAIRE 1980, pl. 104:39



ing, some with their hands on knees and some with

hands to mouth.
35

In addition, a cylinder seal made

of jasper with squatting baboons,
36

comes from the

Green Jasper Workshop of Byblos that operated in

the early 2nd millennium BC.
37

This compelling evi-

dence indicates that baboon imagery was sacred in

Byblos already in the MB Age.

The earliest well-stratified example of this

imagery in Israel is a faience statuette of a stand-

ing baboon from ‘En Besor, dated to the end of

Early Bronze Age I.
38 

Two other monkey represen-

tations from well-stratified contexts come from an

MB IIA–B sanctuary at Nahariya, a coastal

Canaanite sanctuary dedicated to Astarte/Ash-

toret;
39

one being a seated monkey attached on a

juglet neck, similar to those from Megiddo and

Byblos,
40

and the other possibly being a clay fig-

urine.
41

Monkeys as jar decoration are typical of

the MB age.
42

A stone kohl container from a tomb

at Gezer, in the shape of two squatting baboons

holding a basket or a jar between them, date to

1400 BC, may be the earliest baboon stone vessel

from Israel.
43

Squatting baboon figurines dated to the Iron

Age I (12th
–10th centuries BC) are represented by

small bronze amulets (or weights), depicting the

baboon with hands to mouth, were found at Jatt

(Fig. 11),
44

Taannek and Megiddo.
45

Clay monkey figurines come from secure Iron

II contexts in the Phoenician sites Achziv and Tell

Keisan.
46

Similar in size and paint decoration to the

one from Ekron, the figurine from Achziv ceme-

tery is dated to the 7th–6th centuries BC. It was

found in the same tomb as two amulets depicting

the squatting baboon with a disc on his head, dated

to the 9th–7th centuries BC (Fig. 12).
47

The figurine

from Tell Keisan is also dated to the 7th – 6th cen-

turies; although smaller (9 cm high), it resembles

the statuettes form Ekron and Achziv in the posture

of hands on knees and the red paint (Fig. 13).
48

Another clay figurine of a baboon with prominent
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ed monkey with raised arms, dated to the 7th century BC,

was also found in tomb TA 72 in Achziv, see E. MAZAR

2001, 194, fig. 28. An 8th century BC scarab with squatting

baboon produced outside of Egypt was recently excavated

at Tyre, see I. GAMER-WALLERT 2004, 404–405. For other

amulets depicting monkeys with a disc on their head from

Ashkelon, Tell el Fara South, Megiddo and Beth-Shean see
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Fig. 14  Dier el-Balah, KEEL 2010a, 458–459

Fig. 15  Ekron, after KEEL 2010a, 524–525



penis, holding what may be a lamb on his shoul-

ders, was found at Tel Safut in Jordan and dated to

1000–900 BC.
49

Other monkey representations include faience

and glass amulets, an alabaster vessel, seal impres-

sions and a metal object. A dozen scarabs with

squatting baboons have been published by now in

Israel,
50

five of them originated from Deir el-Balah

and dated to the 13th to 12th centuries BC, includ-

ing scarabs with the inscriptions “Ramses II

beloved by Thoth” and “Thutmosis III beloved by

Thoth” (Fig. 14).
51

Interesting in particular is a

scarab of this type found at Ekron, stratum VIb,

dated to the 13th to the 11th century BC and depict-

ing a baboon with crescent and full moon above

the head, blessing or worshiping the king bearing

Egypt’s double-crown (Fig. 15).
52

Squatting

baboons also appear as a seal from Bet-Shean (Fig.

16),
53

dated to the 13th–12th centuries BC and on a

steatite seal from Tell Beit Mirsim with lunar disc

and an inscription reading “Amenhotep III beloved

of Thoth”, dated to the 14th century BC (Fig. 17).
54

Other scarabs, found in Israel only at Akko (Fig.

18), are of a type depicting two monkeys

(baboons?) flanking a palm tree or a papyrus stem
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in worshiping position, an image that means “good

year”; one of which is dated to the Middle Bronze

Age I and the other four to the 12th to 10th centuries

BC.
55

This particular position is typical of Syrian

seals of the MB Age.
56

Further monkey depictions consist of a faience

amulet of a squatting baboon found in an LB II

context at Tell el-cAjjul,
57

which, interestingly, also

yielded a white limestone head, very similar to the

ivory head found at Ekron Stratum IVA cache

together with the baboon.
58

Another faience

amulet, dated to the Iron II, was found in a tomb at

Beth Shemesh,
59

and additional examples come

from the Persian period Phoenician cemetery at

‘Atlit
60

and at Tel Dor.
61

Also dated to the Iron II, a

bronze offering tray decorated with squatting

baboons was found at Ashkelon together with

bronze situlae, described as Phoenician imitations

of Egyptian objects.
62

Such objects were found at

Carchemish, Zincirli, Ugarit, Byblos, Amathus,

Lefkandi and the sacred animal necropolis of

North Saqqara, all dated to the Iron Age II.
63

Two

other monkey objects known to have come from

Akko are in museum collections: a clay figurine

head is displayed at Akko Municipal Museum and

a glass pendant at the Hecht Museum in Haifa.
64

Thus, the presence of baboon and monkey

imagery is continuous at sites in Israel, as in Egypt,

from the Bronze Age through the Hellenistic peri-

od and occurs, albeit not in abundance, in a variety

of materials and as statuettes/figurines, amulets

and pendants, as well as in the form of decorative

features on vessels and other objects. 

BABOONS AND MONKEY REPRESENTATIONS IN THE

EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Monkey amulets, figurines and vases were export-

ed from Egypt to the eastern Mediterranean start-

ing in the Pre-Dynastic period. An Old Kingdom

calcite vase in the form of a baboon was found in

Tomb 5 at Ayia Triada on Crete, together with a

scarab of Queen Tiyi, wife of Amenhotep III and

another Old Kingdom alabaster vase in the form of

a mother monkey with an infant comes from

Mycenae. Lapis lazuli and faience amulets were

found in a Late Minoan III royal tomb at Isopata

near Knossos on Crete and in a Late Helladic

II–IIIC tomb at Ayios Elias on mainland Greece.
65

Monkey and baboon figurines became commoner

in Aegean and Cypriot cultures beginning in the

Late Bronze Age when they were assimilated into

the local religion.
66

Thoth baboon representations

initially symbolized for the Greeks the god of all

wisdom and creator of languages,
67

but – from the

Archaic period onwards – this positive symbolism

was superseded by the negative connotations that

prevailed in textual references of Classical Athens

and later in Rome.
68

There is a noticeable difference between the

stylistic representations, frequencies and origins of

monkey imagery on Cyprus, Crete and mainland

Greece during the Late Bronze Age. On Cyprus,

along side faience figurines of Egyptianized style,

there are crudely-made monkey figurines of local

production.
69

The rare figurines found on mainland

Greece were imported, possibly as a result of

exchanges of gifts.
70

Crete, however, had the clos-

est connection to Egyptian art, both in terms of

quantities of imported Egyptian monkey figurines,

amulets and vessels and the assimilation of this

symbol into local art, as seen in the wall paintings

in the palace at Knossos.
71

The earliest known Minoan representations of

monkeys on Crete are made of ivory: a seal from

Trapeza-Lasithi is dated to the Early Minoan

II–III
72

and two monkey figurines from Hagios

Charalambos and Archanes dated, respectively, to

the Early-Middle and Middle Minoan periods.
73

While baboons and other monkeys are common in

Minoan glyptic art beginning in the Middle
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Minoan IIIA, most of the wall paintings on Crete

and Thera are dated to the Late Minoan IA.
74

The

monkeys in these paintings are connected to rites

of passage, like some of the Thoth depictions in

Egyptian art, in the role of mediators between the

human and divine spheres.
75

In most of the monkey

depictions on Crete, they are engaged in ritual or

votive activities and by the Late Bronze Age, mon-

keys became fundamental images in Minoan reli-

gious iconography.
76

The monkey depictions in

wall paintings in the Aegean are always blue in

color, possibly as a result of the influence of the

Egyptian blue faience lunar figurines, although in

one example from Thera, the monkey is depicted

raising his arms, like the Egyptian sun-greeters.
77

As monkey imagery was rare on mainland Greece,

it may have entered the Aegean via Crete.
78

Although the Mycenaeans did not adopt the

monkey image and it is absent in Mycenaean wall

paintings, two imported faience monkey figurines

with cartouche of Amenhotep II of the late 15th

century BC were found in Late Helladic IIIA con-

text at Tyrins and Mycenae (Fig. 19). Parallels for

these two small figurines, measuring 5–6 cm,

come from late 18th Dynasty Amarna.
79

A similar

monkey depiction from Egypt, dated to the late

18th dynasty, is considered a luxury item: made of

green stone, it was used as ornament on an oint-

ment bowl (Fig. 20).
80

Another parallel from Egypt

has cultic connotations: it is a bronze statuette (the

size of an amulet) with gold inlays, also dated to

the 18th Dynasty, depicting a monkey with his arms

raised in what may be a prayer to the sun (Fig.

21).
81

The role of monkey representations in Myce-

naean culture is uncertain, but the scarcity of this

imagery suggests that it was brought to Mycenae

in the form of luxury goods, rather than as objects

bearing religious significance. 

After the Minoan period, monkey images dis-

appeared from the Aegean until the Geometric

period, although they continued being represented

in Egyptian art without interruption. The reappear-

ance of monkey representations in the Mediter-

ranean in the Orientalizing period of the 8th to 6th

centuries BC is specifically related to cult:  all the

finds from documented contexts come from sanc-

tuaries and graves. Squatting monkey figurines
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and amulets in ivory, faience and clay were found

in Aegean context at Sparta, Ithaca, Perachora and

Thebes, among others. Good examples come from

sanctuaries on Samos and Rhodes, islands known

for their abundant Phoenician and Egyptian finds

during the Archaic period and perhaps the loca-

tions from which monkey imagery entered Geo-

metric period Greece. From Samos, these include a

faience vase in the shape of a squatting monkey

balancing a large (probably Egyptian) jar between

his legs (Fig. 22), a faience amulet of a squatting

baboon with his hand up to his mouth, a similar

image in clay, and ivory scarabs with baboon

hieroglyphs.
82

Kamiros and Lindos on Rhodes also

yielded a large number of squatting monkey

images in bronze, faience and clay, some imported

from Egypt and Phoenicia and some Rhodian imi-

tations.
83

A group of 7th century BC faience vases in the

form of a squatting monkey, interpreted as perfume

flasks, have been found not only in Greece and the

Aegean (for example, at Thebes and Rhodes), but

also at other Mediterranean sites that are either

Phoenician (for example, Carthage) or known as

Phoenician trading-posts (for example, Etruria).
84

This vessel type has its origins in Egypt where it is

found from the 18th Dynasty on. Although the

Egyptian vases inspired the Mediterranean group,

they differ both in manufacturing technique and

style. Based on the Egyptianizing style and their

distribution, these Mediterranean monkey vessels

are associated with Phoenician art and may have

originated from a single workshop either in

Carthage
85

or in Rhodes.
86

Another group of seated monkey figurines

made of bronze originate in Greece and the

Aegean. Dated to the first half of the 8th century

BC, these figurines portray the monkey sitting or

squatting on a stool, sometimes with elbows on

knees and hands to the face, a pose popular in

Carthage and sometimes with hands on the knees,

like the common Egyptian depiction of squatting

baboons. All figurines of this type that come from

good contexts were found in sanctuaries (at

Olympia, Tegea, Mavriki, Sparta and Kameiros),

which links this group to other Geometric/Orien-

talizing period monkey imagery in the Mediter-

ranean. This group of figurines was followed in the

7th and 6th centuries BC by a related assemblage of
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bronze pendants found mainly in tombs in northern

Greece. The latter, however, resemble the human

images more than the baboon and represent a local

development specific to this area. Monkey

imagery was brought to Greece, as elsewhere, by

the Phoenicians and it was Phoenician rather than

the Egyptian amulets that served as the immediate

models for the Greek and Etruscan images. Based

on the distribution of the 8th century BC bronze

figurine group in Greece, it has been suggested

that Sparta was the location from which such fig-

urines were first introduced onto the Greek main-

land, a location at which evidence  of Phoenician

cult is attested as early as the 8th century BC.
87

On Cyprus, monkey figurines occur from the

Late Cypriot through Cypro-Archaic periods and

are often band-painted in the style typical of other

Cypriot figurines. Stratified examples come from

Enkomi (Fig. 21),
88

Araddippou,
89

Komikebir,
90

and Cypro-Archaic IIA (600–475 BC) Tombs 470

and 294 at Amathus (Fig. 22).
91

On Cyprus, as in

the Aegean, whilst monkey figurines and amulets

have been found mainly in tombs, they also occur

as votive offerings in sanctuaries. The introduction

of monkey imagery into Cypriot ceremonies and

religion is particularly significant in the light of the

island’s involvement in Phoenician trade during

the Bronze and Iron Age. Thus, like other Oriental

elements, monkeys were introduced into Cypriot

art from Egypt by the Phoenicians.
92

BABOON AND MONKEY REPRESENTATIONS IN THE

CENTRAL AND WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

Egyptian-style monkey figurines and amulets made

of ivory and amber were also popular during the

Iron Age Orientalizing period in other parts of the

Mediterranean. They were traded by Phoenicians

and were especially popular in Italy and North

Africa, but also in other Phoenician centers.
93

Steatite and faience amulets of squatting baboon

were found as far as Malta, Sardinia and Ibiza,

excavated  from tombs dated to the 6th century BC.

These tiny amulets (less than 2 cm high) are of the

type depicted with hand raised to mouth, typical to

Carthage and the Punic culture in the West.
94

In Italy, tombs dating to the 8th–6th century BC

in Etruria and Latium contained amber figurines

and amulets made by artisans trained in ivory-
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carving who had come to Italy from the East and

were either Phoenicians themselves or trained by

Phoenicians on Rhodes.
95

In addition to the artistic

style of the amber artifacts, their iconographic rep-

resentations are clearly Canaanite/Phoenician. The

Italian amber figurines and amulets are mainly in

the form of monkeys or nude females, both of

which can be traced back to Canaanite and Phoeni-

cian tradition: the nude female is a well known

representation of the Canaanite/Phoenician god-

dess Astarte,
96

and the monkey is apparently a

Phoenician adaptation of the Egyptian Thoth

baboon. 

Another connection between monkey imagery,

the Phoenicians and Etruria is reflected in the

place-name of Pithekoussai from the Greek

ðßèçêïò, hence “The Monkeys’ Island”.
97

A major

trading-post that yielded numerous Phoenician

finds, this gateway Etruscan port may have been

the conduit through which monkey imagery was

introduced into Etruria. The enthusiastic adoption

of monkey imagery into the Etruscan cult may

have been reflected in the Greek name of their

main portal, Pithekoussai. The use of monkey

imagery in Etruscan cult was widespread, as attest-

ed by the large number of monkey amulets found

in Etruscan tombs and sanctuaries. Since monkeys

were associated with Phoenician culture and com-

merce during the Orientalization period in Etruria

and Greece, this could explain the shift in the con-

notation of monkeys in late Archaic Greek culture

and thereafter; Greek literature exhibits the elitist

contempt of trade as such,
98

and the Phoenicians

were known first and foremost as traders. The

ambivalent attitude of the Greeks to Phoenicians,

at times hostile and at other times admiring, may

be reflected in their use of monkey symbolism for

cultic purposes in tombs and sanctuaries, but as an

object of contempt in literary sources.

CONCLUSIONS

Baboon and monkey imagery originated in Egypt

and spread to the Levant and the Mediterranean via

Canaanite and subsequently Phoenician trade net-

works that, along with the shipping of Egyptian

goods, also transmitted ideas. This is reflected in

the baboon statuette found at Ekron, and which

represents the incorporation of Egyptian cultic

symbols into Canaanite culture. 

The  spread of monkey imagery ties right in

with the Phoenician trade routes in the 9th to 7th

centuries,
99

and its  prevalence during the Late

Bronze Age appears to have followed similar trad-

ing patterns. The baboon and other monkey

imagery are yet another  aspect of the Internation-

al Style of the Late Bronze Age and later Mediter-

ranean koine, shared by Canaanite-Phoenicians

and other Mediterranean peoples. 

In its spread from Egypt to the Levant and into

the Mediterranean, baboon imagery changed in

many respects – in appearance, details, materials

and, most importantly, in the meaning  projected

by the image. The significance of baboon and

monkey symbolism in a Mediterranean context

related mainly to burial customs and afterlife

beliefs, the latter combining only one aspect of

Thoth baboon’s many functions in Egyptian reli-

gion. The feature that continued unchanged in

ivory, amber and metals, from the Late Bronze Age

to the Archaic period, is the baboon’s squatting

posture. This  trait was an important part of the

image and marked the item as a symbol used in

transition ceremonies from the world of the living

to the world of the dead. 

Ekron during the 13th–12th century is revealed

through the stone statuette discussed in this study

as a node on the Egyptian-Canaanite/Phoenician

trade network. This trade network bartered not

only goods but also ideas and beliefs which influ-

enced both cultures. The stone object from Ekron

is linked to Egyptian religion in its Canaanite

embodiment. The adoption of baboon imagery by

the people of Ekron reflects their cult and ceremo-

nial life during the earliest Philistine occupation

levels in this city.  By  this era, at least some of the

population had already been associated with local

Near Eastern culture and not with a foreign one.

Ekron during the 12th century BC portray the coex-

istence of the old and the new, the Canaanite and

the Philistine cultures.

The baboon statuette found at Ekron in a 12th

century BC context was probably imported from
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Egypt and symbolizes the god Thoth, as attested by

its inscription. The baboon statuette point at a pos-
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contemporaneous Mediterranean cultures.
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